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High Quality Commercial Quite Blender

Low speed High speed

Pulse

Recommend for juice making

Recommend for smoothie making

Recommend for ice crushing

Recommend for grinding

Recommend for hot soup
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Recommend for ice crushing

Recommend for cleaning or milkshake 

Recommend for juice making

Recommend for ice crushing

Recommend for grinding

Blending 
setting as 
needed

Power down

Power up

Pulse

Picture of Digital control touch screen operation blender

DIY Above functions can come into DIY setting by long 
press for 3 seconds
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Function description:
Fresh bean: 
The production ratio is 1.8L water:100g of soybeans, 3.6L water: 200gof soybeans, and 
so on. Add soybeans and water as proportion, cover the cup lid, connect the power, 
click the start stop/key to open the product , Press the soymilk function key to select the 
function, then press the start/stop key to start.After starting the product, the product 
automatically works. It will automatic stop after the work is completed.
Dried bean: 
The production ratio is 1.8L water: 100g of baking soy milk, 3.6L water: 200g of baking 
soy milk, so on. Follow the process of "Fresh bean".
Corn juice: 
The production ratio is 1.5L water: 100g of fresh corn, 3L water: 200g of fresh corn, dried 
corn kernels must be soaked in hot water for more than 12 hours,then follow the normal 
process as above. 
Boil water: 
The water added is not less than the minimum capacity scale line, does not exceed the 
maximum capacity, then follow the normall process as above.
Heat preservation: 
The thermal insulation temperature is 55 ° C. Follow the normal process as above to
start the funtion. The insulation keeps for 4 hours,automatically stops after 4 hours;
Juice: 
Wash the fruits, peeled them and put it in the container, put it in a certain percentage 
of water, cover the lid, and then press the "Start" key to wait.
Reserve: (Only for Fresh bean, Dried bean and Corn juice function)
Used to make an appointment in advance, appointment from 0.5 to 24 hours,
set the time by press it serveral times or long press, then press the ON/OFF to start,when 
appointment time is over, the function starts. 
Blend: 
It has 9 speed programs,each program with same 2 minutes blending time.
ON/OFF: To start/stop the function selected and the machine. 
The proportion of drinks is only for reference, it can be adjusted appropriately as needed.
Processing before use for the Highland area: Add appropriate amount of water in the 
container before booting (the water should cover blade), connect power supply, long press 
the start/stop key for 3 ~ 5 seconds, wait until the water is boiled to stop automatically. 
(To Identify the boiling point), and the function can be completed normally.
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Trouble shooting :

recycling
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